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Manage Pending Hires Supports 
onChange Rules Across Blocks for Internal Hires

UniversalPending Hire



Manage Pending Hires Supports 
onChange Rules Across Blocks for Internal Hires

You’re now able to execute onChange rules across blocks when an employee is 
transferred within your organization using the Manage Pending Hires tool.

It’s possible to change fields within a block for employees processed through Manage 
Pending Hires using onChange rules. With this release, you can also trigger changes 
based on rules set for fields across blocks. For example, when there’s a transfer leading to 
a change in the company code, the pay group is changed based on onChange rules in 
your instance.

This change brings consistency in the application behavior for different types of hires.



Admin Alerts 2.0 for HR Data Issues

Admin Opt-inAdmin Alerts



Admin Alerts 2.0 for HR Data Issues

Admin Alerts 2.0 now monitors HR data issues arising out of incorrect or invalid 
Foundation Object configurations in the Job Information of users, in addition to 
monitoring issues related to inactive dynamic role users.

As a Manager or an Administrator, you can proactively identify and resolve the reported 
Job Information issues to maintain data integrity. SAP intend to make Admin Alerts 2.0 
the preferred application to manage HR data issues and deprecate the legacy Admin 
Alerts in a future release.



Admin Alerts 2.0 for HR Data Issues

Admin Alerts 2.0 tile in NextGen AdminCenter



Admin Alerts 2.0 for HR Data Issues



Admin Alerts 2.0 for HR Data Issues



Admin Alerts 2.0 for HR Data Issues



Admin Alerts 2.0 for Issues 
in Employee Central Data Replication Monitor

UniversalAdmin Alerts



Admin Alerts 2.0 for Issues 
in Employee Central Data Replication Monitor

The Admin Alerts 2.0 application helps you to monitor and resolve data replications from 
Employee Central to designated target systems.

SAP plans to make Admin Alerts 2.0 as your goto application to manage HR data issues 
and deprecate the legacy Admin Alerts in future releases.



Admin Alerts 2.0 for Issues 
in Employee Central Data Replication Monitor

The Admin Alerts 2.0 application helps 
you to monitor and resolve data 
replications from Employee Central to 
designated target systems.

SAP plans to make Admin Alerts 2.0 as 
your goto application to manage HR 
data issues and deprecate the legacy 
Admin Alerts in future releases.



Auto-Cancellation of 
Scheduled Jobs with High Failure Rates

UniversalScheduled Jobs



Auto-Cancellation of 
Scheduled Jobs with High Failure Rates

Scheduled jobs belonging to Off Cycle Event Batch and Employee Data Imports with 
consistently high failure rates are canceled automatically.

A scheduled job is canceled if there are at least 100 failures reported within a span of 90 
days. The job owners and associated users receive an email notification about the 
canceled jobs.

The enhancement reduces the unnecessary cost of scheduling and running jobs with 
errors and helps job owners manage failed jobs as soon as possible.



Centralized Services Enhancements and Updates

Admin Opt-outImport/Export



Centralized Services Enhancements and Updates

Centralized services now support Addresses and Personal Documents Information (Work 
Permit) entities.

This enhancement brings several improvements to Addresses and Personal Documents 
Information imports. You can now configure business rules, suppress identical records, 
raise error messages, and so on as applicable to each entity.

In the current version, Centralized services support is extended to the following HRIS 
entities:

HRIS Entity Supported Configurations

Addresses • Business Rules
• Identical Record Suppression
• Employee Data Deletion
• Forward Data Propagation

Personal Documents Information • Business Rules
• Employee Data Deletion



Centralized Services Enhancements and Updates

In the previous version, Centralized services supported the following entities:
• Biographical Information
• Email Information
• Phone Information
• National ID Information
• Personal Information
• Employment Information
• Global Information

Note

For Addresses, Personal Documents Information, and Employment Information entities, 
Centralized services are applicable only if the Enable Centralized Services switch is 
selected on the Admin Center → Company System and Logo Settings page. 

For all other supported entities, Centralized services are applicable by default, 
irrespective of whether the Enable Centralized Services switch is selected or not.



Configurable New Hire Wizard

Admin Opt-inHire Wizard



Configurable New Hire

You can now flexibly configure the hiring process to cater to different needs for your 
workforce. You create templates where you specify only the blocks needed for the type 
of employment you are hiring for, meaning that you can add, remove, and rearrange the 
order of the blocks as well as add standard and custom MDF objects to the configuration.

In addition, this gives you the ability to add custom content while hiring. For example, 
you can add a National ID that has a different format than the standard supported format 
or you can add a custom block to collect T-shirt sizes to order uniforms for the new hires.

For a more streamlined and tailored hiring process, the hire template allows admins to 
customize the hiring process to fit their needs, by having only those blocks that are 
needed, as well as allowing custom MDF objects, which was previously not possible.



Configurable New Hire
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Add New Employee



Copy Configurations Using Copy Configuration Report

Admin Opt-inIntegration



Copy Configurations 
Using Copy Configuration Report

SAP has introduced the Copy Configuration Report to enable you to copy configurations, 
such as transformation template group, metadata, and picklists from one Employee 
Central instance to another Employee Central instance based on a template group.

You can now copy the configurations from one Employee Central instance to another, 
which helps in setting up the basic configurations in your ERP system for replication of 
employee master data and organizational data.

Configuration Requirements

Support package 30 of the integration add-on for ERP and SAP SuccessFactors Employee 
Central (SFSF EC INTEGRATION 1210) must be installed in your SAP S/4HANA or SAP ERP 
system.



Country/Region-Specific Gender Field

Admin Opt-inCSF



Country/Region-Specific Gender Field

You can now use the new Gender field in Global Information to collect gender information specific to a country or region. 
Predefined picklists for the country/region-specific Gender field are available for Germany and India.

• Gender information is available in Personal Information and Global Information. While replicating the data from 
Employee Central to the SAP ERP HCM system or Employee Central Payroll system, the value is picked up from Global 
Information. If the value is not present in Global Information, then it is taken from Personal Information. In Employee 
Central to SAP ERP Employee Master Data Replication solution we support the new country/region-specific gender 
information in Global Information. When replicating employee master data we first check if country/region-specific 
gender information is available in Global Information. If it's available, we replicate the data and if it is not available, the 
general gender information in Personal Information is replicated.

• The predefined field Gender in Global Information for India and Germany is available in the Employee Central Master 
Data Models. Predefined gender picklists for the two countries are available from Employee Central Master Picklists.

Adding this field enables administrators to maintain gender information in compliance with local rules and regulations.

Role-Based Permission Prerequisites

You have the User → Employee Central Effective Dated Entities → Personal Information permission. You also have 
permission to edit/view the country/region-specific gender item.



Country/Region-Specific Gender Field

Using the new Gender field in Global 
Information allows to collect gender 
information specific to local rules and 
regulations of a country.



Enhanced OData Entities PerPerson and 
EmpEmployment with Filterable Custom String Fields

UniversalAPI



Enhanced OData Entities PerPerson and 
EmpEmployment with Filterable Custom String Fields

You can filter the custom string fields custom-string1, custom-string2 and custom-string3
when querying the Employee Central OData APIs PerPerson and EmpEmployment.

In case you use these custom strings to store external system ID, you can query the entity 
records with filters rather than fetch all the records, which possibly saves time during a 
data sync between SAP SuccessFactors HXM Suite and other systems.

Before and After

Now, you can filter the custom-string1, custom-string2, and custom-string3 fields when 
you query these entity records.

Previously, the custom string fields in PerPerson and EmpEmployment weren’t filterable.



How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report
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How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report

SAP has provided a how-to video on the SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central Integration 
to SAP Business Suite product page.

The how-to video helps you to understand the steps to set up and use the foundation 
object transfer report to integrate or migrate foundation objects from the ERP system to 
Employee Central.

Video: Foundation Objects Transfer Report 

https://sapvideoa35699dc5.hana.ondemand.com/?entry_id=1_slheu1rp


How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report

The slides in the video explain how to use 
the Foundation Object Transfer Report.



How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report

The report is used for the migration or 
integration of foundation objects from 
SAP ERP system to Employee Central:
• Cost Center
• Department
• Division
• Business Unit
• Legal Entity
• Legal Entity Local
• Job Function
• Pay Group
• Pay Calendar



How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report

Save and transport your entries.



How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report

Now you run the BAdI “Mapping Foundation Objects data for Data Migration 
to EC” to create a new BAdI implementation, to read the data from the ERP 
database tables or to pass a constant value to map with the EC fields for the 
foundation objects. 

In the filter value option you can create the filter combinations for each 
foundation object that you’ve created with the BAdI implementation. 

SAP provides the Standard sample BAdI for Pay Group, Pay Component Group 
and Legal Entity. 



How-To Video for Setting Up and 
Using the Foundation Object Transfer Report

Here you see how to fill the fields for the Standard objects 
Pay Group, Pay Component Group and Legal Entity. 



Internal Job History Block Available in People Profile
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Internal Job History Block Available in People Profile

You can now configure the Internal Job History block in the People Profile to view a 
summarized version of an employee's job history at the company.

This is a read-only block, showing a filtered version of the job history for an employee 
based on a rule scenario configured to show selected fields from Job Information. 
Whereas typically only HR admins have access to the details in the Job History (in the 
Job Information block), the selected information on an employee’s history as part of the 
Internal Job History Block is typically useful for a broader audience.

The Job History Block was added for Employee Central customers who wish to view a 
summary of an employee’s internal job history at the company. This block allows a 
customer to filter the data based on the Job Information fields they would like to see.



Internal Job History Block Available in People Profile

It’s not necessary to give the employee the pencil function for the Job Info portlet to 
show the job history anymore. Now you just authorize the employee to see the Internal 
Job History portlet. The portlet shows the fields configured before.



New Business Rule Scenario for Workflows

UniversalWorkflows



New Business Rule Scenario for Workflows

SAP provided a new, special-purpose business rule scenario for you to create business 
rules that trigger workflows.

You can find the new business scenario Trigger Workflows under the Employee Central 
Core category on the Configure Business Rules page. This scenario removes irrelevant 
options or settings that are visible in a generic business rule scenario, and offers special 
support when you define the THEN statement of your business rule. SAP recommend 
that you use this business scenario to create all your workflow business rules going 
forward.

The new scenario provides a guided process and helps you create business rules for 
workflows more confidently.



New Business Rule Scenario for Workflows



New Permission Category for Hires, Rehires, 
Manage Pending Hires, Hire Templates and Contingent Worker

UniversalRBP



New Permission section “Manage Hires”

The new Manage Hires section contains all the hire-related permission settings so that 
granting access to HR admins and managers for new users is more efficient.

Moving all the hire-related permission settings into one category provides an easier 
overview of all the settings as well as who can create users in the system.



New Permission section “Manage Hires”

Role-Based Permission Prerequisites

The new category is Administrator Permissions →Manage Hires and contains the 
following settings:

• Add New User
• Manage Pending Hires
• Rehire Inactive Employee
• Rehire Inactive Employee with New Employment
• Rehire Inactive Employee with New Employment (by 'match in New Hire’)
• Rehire Inactive Employee (by 'match in New Hire)'
• Add New Employee for Fixed Term
• Include Inactive Employees in the search
• Add Contingent Worker
• Allow users to manage all drafts including those saved by others (By disabling this 

option, users can only work with drafts saved by them)
• Manage Hire Configuration Templates



New Permission section “Manage Hires”



Pending Hires Available in Admin Alerts 2.0

Admin Opt-inAdmin Alert



Pending Hires Available in Admin Alerts 2.0

You can now access your pending hires using Admin Alerts 2.0 from home page or Admin 
Center.

If you have enabled Admin Alerts 2.0, and you have permission to Manage Pending Hires 
you will see your pending hires from Onboarding 1.0, Recruiting, and Onboarding.

This alert will ease navigation to the Manage Pending Hires tool for the users.



Pending Hires Available in Admin Alerts 2.0



Removal of Percentage in Salary Positioning Widget

UniversalPeople Profile



Removal of Percentage in Salary Positioning Widget

The percentage numbers and percent sign (%) are no longer shown in the Salary 
Positioning widget, as it was not inline with the Min, Mid, and Max points.

The percent sign (%) was redundant and did not have any additional value, so it was 
removed.



Skip Consecutive 
Workflow Steps with Duplicate Approver
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Skip Consecutive 
Workflow Steps with Duplicate Approver

This new feature allows customers to skip all the consecutive workflow steps with the 
same single approver, except the last step.

After customers enable the option Skip workflow steps with duplicate approver in 
Company System and Logo Settings, the steps immediately close to each other and 
having the same single approver, except the last one of them, are automatically skipped. 
These steps are marked as "Skipped" on the Workflow Participants dialog box and in the 
Activity area of the Workflow Details page.

Only the last step of these consecutive steps needs to be processed. By skipping other 
steps, customers can shorten a long approval chain, improving efficiency without 
affecting data quality.



Skip Consecutive 
Workflow Steps with Duplicate Approver
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Work Permit Importing on Centralized Services

Admin Opt-outImport/Export



Work Permit Importing on Centralized Services

Now you can import work permit data in a new way based on the Centralized Services.

As a collection of specialized services governing different processes in Employee Central, 
the Centralized Services bring many improvements to the data import process. In the 
case of work permit importing, we validate business keys to ensure their uniqueness, 
adopt the Full Purge mode, and import data based on user ID, instead of person ID.

The shift from the legacy approach to this new one to importing work permits improves 
data quality and reduces maintenance costs.
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